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WELCOME 
Welcome to the Workshop, Imagination Plus Faith, from Lecture #450 – the 
51st in a series of 71 lectures by Neville (#400 to #470). 
Since every thing and every event was first imagined, you may be the one 
who brings an event from the inner world to the 3-D world by taking action 
in the Image. You may bring forth an event that had not been seen before. 
Does this fact appeal to you? 

Use the following drills to prepare to bring something into the world of 
Caesar that had never been seen before. 

• Consider who you are in relation to your worlds 

• Speak your word about the person you'd wanted to be 

• Focus vibrations through consciousness 

• Daydream what you were doing after you'd accomplished your goals 

• Be okay with the situation  

• Give yourself full license to write your own script 

• Recognize things you'd viewed at the front of your mind as real and as 
belonging to you 

• Disconnect from any concerns about the responses others would give 
to your requests 
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THE CLIMAX FOR EVERY ONE BORN 
This series is really a combination of both the Law and the Promise. Tonight, 
naturally, will be the Law, and yet some parts of the Promise may be woven 
into it. The title, as you know, is “Imagination Plus Faith.” So, we will have 
to define the words as we use them. 

I firmly believe that: “Man is all imagination, and God is man and exists in 
us, and we in Him;” [Wm. Blake, from “Annotations to Berkeley’s ‘Siris’”] 
“The Eternal Body of man is the imagination, and that is God Himself” 
[Wm. Blake, from “Laocoon – The Angel of the Divine Promise”] – the 
Divine Body that we speak of as Jesus Christ. I firmly believe that this is the 
Christ of Scripture that is buried in man – buried in the only Holy Sepulcher 
that there ever was, and that is the skull of man. And there he dreams the 
Dream of Life, and one day He will awaken within your skull, and then the 
drama of Christ as defined for us in Scripture will unfold within you, casting 
you in the first-person-singular, present tense experience of the Lord Jesus 
Christ. Then you will know who He really is! You will actually awaken as 
the Lord Jesus Christ. That is the climax for every one born of woman. 

Who do you think you are? 

 

 

When you think of yourself, how do you identify yourself? 

 

 

 

Look around the so-called outer world and see what is present. Who are you 
in relation to your world? 
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Look around your inner world. Who are you in relation to your inner world? 

 

 

 

Who you think you are – how you identify yourself – this is the secret of what 
you are able to accomplish. Your conception of self reveals your secret – and 
your conception of self is merely your beliefs about yourself – the reactions 
you have to yourself in relation to your world. 

You do not ever have to make something happen. In fact, if you tried to make 
something happen, you'd likely find yourself in a struggle. What you have is 
the outcome of who you are. 

Think of something you'd wanted. If you really wanted it, be the person who 
has it. Who is the person who has what you wanted? Describe that person. 

 

 

 

 

 

Where the thing you'd wanted is not present in your outer world, it exists in 
your inner world. You may go into your inner world and get it. But to get it, 
you must be the person who has it.  

I discovered that problems I had connected with the person I'd wanted to be 
was that I had tried to access that state with my Rational Self. Yet, when I 
lived in my Alpha Self, it was easy to be the person I'd wanted to be. I merely 
stood still and saw all the things gathered around me – because I was the 
one who possessed those things. I was the Image and I acted – my action 
was being the person I'd wanted to be. 
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I do not make anything happen; I let things and events appear in my world 
to accommodate the person I am now being. My reactions to the things and 
events in my world validate who I see myself to be. 

Where I express unhappiness about things and events in my world, I validate 
that I am not happy about who I see myself to be. Angered or humiliated by 
the actions of others, these reactions tell you that I am not happy about the 
self that I am. These and similar reactions tell you I am not the one I wanted 
to be – these tell you I am not the person I'd wanted to be. 

But who is the person I'd wanted to be?  

I'd have to go into my inner world to bring that person to the front of my 
mind and live in my Alpha Self to be that person. Then, I'd accustom myself 
– my Rational Self to that person. 

The challenge is to live in the Image of the person I'd wanted to be, but to 
make it easy, I'd live in my Alpha Self who plays all the parts. Letting my 
Alpha Self play the part of the person I'd wanted to be, I took on the traits, 
features and characteristics of the person and stayed in the state until my 
surroundings contained all the components that confirmed who I was. The 
presence of the components shows how I keep score. 

Test it. Who is the person you'd wanted to be? 

 

Bring the Image of this person to the front of your mind and being in your 
Alpha Self, step into the Image and live in this image. Make sure you are in 
your Alpha Self. 

An example, let’s say you'd wanted to be the person who successfully 
performed imaginal work on behalf of others. Step into your Alpha Self and 
wear the energy of the person who performed imaginal work on behalf of 
others. Each time, the person reported events that confirmed your success. 

What was your first act on behalf of a specific person? 
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In case you had chosen a different person – and stepped into the Image with 
your Alpha Self, what was your first act as that person? Discuss. 

 

 

 

 

But tonight let us get back to what I mean by imagination and what I mean 
by faith. First of all, faith is defined for us in the 11th chapter of the book of 
Hebrews. It is called a hymn in praise of faith. “Faith is the assurance of 
things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen.” (Hebrews 11:1) 

By faith we understand a world was created by the Word of God, so that 
Things seen are made out of things that do not appear.” (Hebrews 11:3) 
That’s what we are told in the very first few verses of the 11th chapter of 
Hebrews. 

Would you like a guarantee that you'd have the things you'd hoped for? 

 

To what extent would you like to be certain you'd have the things you hoped 
for but so far, you had not seen them? 

 

 

 

Grasp a picture of a world created by the Word of God. The Word of God has 
in it things that do not appear. Words are things. The Word of God is a sound 
or vibration that is focused through the whole of Consciousness. The word is 
a vibration. It is energy. Speak a word and you focus energy through the 
whole of Consciousness. Grasp a picture of this – seeing things created or 
brought into physical being as energy is focused through Consciousness.  
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What is it like? What is the picture like – where you saw energy focused 
through Consciousness? 

 

 

What was the picture like where you saw a thing that was formed when you 
focused energy through Consciousness? 

 

 

Okay, speak your word about the person you'd wanted to be and focus 
energy through the consciousness of this person. What is the consciousness 
of the person you'd wanted to be? 

 

 

 

Using the example of the person who does imaginal work on behalf of others 
– what is the consciousness of this person? What is the consciousness of the 
person who performs imaginal work on behalf of others successfully? 

 

 

 

Speak your word to focus energy through the consciousness of the person 
you'd wanted to be when that person is healthy and vibrant. What did you 
say? What words did you speak? 
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What pictures came to mind when you spoke the words that represented you 
as the person who was healthy and vibrant? 

 

 

What pictures came to mind when you spoke words that specified you as the 
person who had won the MegaMillions Lottery? 

 

 

 

What things were in the pictures when you spoke words that represented you 
as the person who was promoted to a top position in your company? 

 

 

 

Looking at either of these scenes, what was your reaction? 

 

 

 

Your reaction to the scenes conveyed what you really thought about yourself. 
Of course, understand that your reactions started before you reviewed the 
scenes. They started when you spoke the words, focusing energy into the 
consciousness of the person you'd wanted to be. Saying the words out loud, 
you can hear it. You can hear how you said the words – whether you spoke 
the words with conviction and certainty – or whether you spoke the words 
timidly – as though wondering if it could ever happen. 
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Now, if faith is the evidence of things not seen and all things are made out of 
things that do not appear, then we must come to the conclusion that every 
natural effect has a spiritual cause, and not a natural. A natural cause only 
seems. It is a delusion of the fading memory. Man does not remember his 
imaginal acts, so when they come up and the harvest is ripe, he denies his 
own harvest. He cannot see where on earth what he is now experiencing 
could have been caused by him, because he has forgotten his imaginal acts. 
That is when he sowed it, and all things bring forth after their kind. Let no 
one be deceived, for God – which is his own imagination – is not mocked. 
As a man sows, so shall he reap. (Galatians 6:7)  So, I am forever reaping 
what I have planted, but because of my fading memory, I can’t remember 
when I did it. So, then, I deny what I am seeing as my own harvest. 

A “natural” effect is the same as a physical or tangible outcome. In the 
moment we see the outcome – it is already a memory. Just as clearly, the 
moment we see it, we see the resulting formation of vibrations that emanated 
from the thing. See the lottery win: this is the same as vibrations in a formed 
state. And it is yours because the vibrations or energy you are is the same as 
the energy of the win. You are indeed the winner; you radiated this before the 
winnings appeared in the “natural” – physical or tangible form. Surround 
yourself in the energy until you'd forgotten you had wanted it. What is your 
reaction? 

 

By the time you had won the lottery, the vibrations are already a memory. 
Not only this, you may not remember the moment you had stepped into the 
energy of the winner and filled the role of the lottery winner. 

Well, now, who is this God spoken of in this verse? He said, “By faith we 
understand that the world was created by the Word of God.” (Hebrews 11:3) 
Well, we are told in Scripture in the very first few verses of the book of 
John: “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the 
Word was God.” (John 1:1) Then we are told, “The Word was made flesh 
and dwelt within us;” (John 1:14) therefore the Word spoken of here is 
equated with God. If the Word was not only with God, it was God, well, 
then, that’s God, and it now dwells in us. 
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PRODUCTIVE FANCY, LIKE A DAYDREAM 
Well, I tell you, this Word that dwells in you, spoken of in Scripture as the 
Lord Jesus Christ, is your own wonderful human imagination. This is the 
greatest secret in the world, and every one should strive after solving it. 
Supreme power, supreme wisdom, supreme delight lies in the solution of 
this mystery. 

The Word that dwells in you as the Lord Jesus Christ is a vibration you may 
focus through the whole of Consciousness. This Word is the plan of solutions 
– and as you spoke it, you'd released the energy that was in the 
consciousness into which you had spoken. 

Contemplate the vibration of the consciousness that interests you. Mull over 
the vibration with the energy of infinite love and infinite wisdom. Let power 
– supreme power and supreme delight saturate your thinking. This power of 
the Lord Jesus Christ – the power of your own imagination, is the Image that 
acts. Drenched in this wonderful energy, just think of what it does for the 
consciousness you had chosen. 

Contemplate the vibration of the consciousness of the healthy and vibrant 
person while steeped in the energy of infinite love and infinite wisdom. Your 
attention is on the energy of infinite love and infinite wisdom and how great 
it feels flowing in and through your being. What did this energy do for the 
energy of health and vitality? Describe it as fully as possible. 

 

 

 

 

When you'd contemplated the vibration of the consciousness, you focused 
energy to cause it to be released. Did you know your power was so great?  
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So, as far as I am concerned, the God who created it all and sustains it all is 
pure imagining in myself. He works in the very depths of my soul, 
underlying all my faculties, including perception; but He streams into my 
surface life least disguised in the form of productive fancy, like a daydream. 
A daydream is productive; a daydream is creative. I am planting when I 
daydream. I don’t have to be intense to drop a seed. I don’t have to go 
around and dig a hole and bury it. I can scatter it. So, a daydream is planting. 
So, I sit down and wonder, “Am I doing it lovingly?” I do not always check 
myself. 

Be in the energy of infinite love and infinite wisdom and daydream what you 
were doing while you were being the person who writes a newsletter and you 
now had 10,000 subscribers. What is your reaction to yourself? 

 

 

 

In the energy of infinite love and infinite wisdom, daydream what you were 
doing while you were being the person who had won the MegaMillions 
Lottery. What was your reaction to yourself? 

 

 

 

Saturated with the energy of infinite love and infinite wisdom, daydream 
what you were doing while you were being the person whose vision had 
returned to the 20/20 level. What was your reaction to yourself? 
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Drenched in the energy of infinite love and infinite wisdom, daydream what 
you were doing while being the person whose body weight and size was at 
what you had specified as perfect. What was your reaction to yourself? 

 

 

 

To saturate yourself in the energy of infinite love and infinite wisdom, you 
may have to do a 21-day vigil. Perhaps you could do it sooner, but why not 
give yourself the best and focus attention in the energy of infinite love and 
infinite wisdom day in and day out, all through the day and night until you 
are dripping with this energy. Then check to see your reaction to yourself. 
Then, daydream in the specific consciousness you'd wanted to express.   

I may read the morning paper and then react on a story that I do not know 
whether it is true or false, but I react. Well, It knows exactly what I did, and 
It is my own imagination. It keeps the score, and so in time the harvest will 
come up, and I will see it. So, all objective reality is solely produced through 
imagining. 

Condition yourself in the energy of infinite love and infinite wisdom and then 
read the morning paper or view the media news. I’ll assure you that your 
reaction will be different. In fact, from my own experience, I watched the 
news after being inundated in the energy of infinite love and infinite wisdom. 
My reaction began with a – “What is this” to get myself clear on the energy 
waves flowing and the direction they were flowing. The news that carried 
energy from the lower vibrational frequencies triggered a response in me 
that seemed to feel like a vice being tightened around my forehead. That was 
my signal, letting me know: Bad news coming in! This cued me to stop time 
so I could daydream a different outcome. 

Test this to see where it takes you and then describe it briefly. 
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So, I say, imagining plus faith – I must actually believe in the imaginal act. 
Now, how do I go about doing it? That’s the important thing. 

The operative word here is “believe” in the imaginal act. You daydreamed 
the action you'd taken as the person you had wanted to be. Did you believe 
the action was real and true? Discuss. 

 

 

 

 

 

I am told by one scholar that if ordinary things that I observe in this 
corporeal world – if they are present, that is sense, if absent, that is 
imagination. The room around me seems to me more real than anything in 
the world because it is present. Yet I stand – I am not familiar with this room 
save once a year that I come for ten nights. I am far more familiar with the 
home that I have in Los Angeles, but at the moment it is not present to my 
senses, so I am told that is only an imagination. That is simply a memory 
image of what may be still a reality, but at the moment it could be gone. Yet 
I do not think it’s gone, so they tell me. All right, if I think of it but it is not 
present, then that is imagination. But if things are present, then that is sense. 

Every day, I'd think of something that is not present in the room with me. I 
am sitting here in my office, but I do not see what is in my living room. That 
thing in the living room is imagination. Okay, I'm fine with that. So, I'd think 
of my son who lives a few hundred miles north, but since he is not here in my 
house with me, thinking of him is imagination. I'm okay with that. Now, let 
me take it further. If in the moment a thing I think is not present to my senses, 
it is imagination, regardless of my experience with it prior, it is a memory 
image. How are you in relation to memory images? Are they real? 
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ON A ONE-WAY TICKET 
Well, how do I make what is not present real? That is where we come to 
imagining plus faith. I have tried it unnumbered times, and may I tell you, it 
works. I could stand here and take a case history. 

Thinking something that is not present in the room is still thinking some 
thing and we already know that to think a thing means it exists. We had been 
conditioned to think a thing exists only when we could measure it with the 
senses. We are now remembering the role of the senses - the senses detect 
energy – the energy of a thing. So, when we’d thought something, we had 
focused our attention into the energy of a thing. 

I do not have to make what is not present real; instead, I found it was real 
because I had given it my attention with thought. I gave the thing attention 
by thinking it. 

Significant in my thinking is the nature of attention I gave to the thing. Did I 
think it as my senses reported it or did I think it in a different state? With my 
senses, I detected energy that was present in physical reality. But my thought 
is not limited to physical reality. My thinking is not limited to the outer view 
or appearance of a thing. 

I worked with myself to move beyond the limits of appearance. I found I did 
not have to accept it - that because a thing appears as it does in the moment, 
it would always be that way. Regardless of what appears in this moment, the 
thing or event is not limited by its appearance. It is not limited by the physics 
or biology that explains it. It is not limited by the laws that explain it. 

Look at a thing and reflect on the law that explains it. What is the thing you 
had chosen to view? 

 

Describe the law that explains that thing. 
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I chose to look at my work producing these workshops. Primarily, I've done 
one workshop a week. The law that explains this event is simple. I had set it 
up to do one workshop a week and with very few exceptions, this is how it 
had been – regardless of other events I've had to deal with.  

I had thought of producing two or more workshops each week, but it did not 
happen. Why? I had not changed the law. I had not become the person who 
produced two or more workshops each week. 

It was a thought, not a law, that I would produce two or more workshops 
each week. I found as many reasons why it would not be a good idea – and I 
agonized a while about what the cost would be to me and my lifestyle if I 
gave more time to the project. Part of the law involved how I spent time, how 
much time I had available to do workshops and take part in other events. 

Imagination is the law and I did not do the necessary imaginal activity to put 
the law into effect. For something you had said you wanted to do, was it 
merely a thought or did you activate the law? Discuss. 

 

 

 

 

 

The outer appearance reflects energy waves assembled into a particular 
experience pattern. Yet, we know that any outer appearance is temporary 
and its energy waves are constantly reassembled. With each reassembly, the 
experience pattern for the thing observed changes. 

In my situation, doing one workshop a week implied the energy waves were 
assembled to accommodate an experience pattern of one workshop a week. 
One workshop a week is one reality or possibility; two workshops or more a 
week is another reality. To shift to doing two or more workshops a week, I'd 
have to have given my committed energy to that possibility. 
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Years ago, right after the Second World War  – the year was 1945, I sailed 
with my little family, my wife and daughter out to the Island of Barbados. I 
hadn’t seen the family through the war years, because there was no 
transportation available. I was in the Army for a very short span of time, 
about four months. Because of my age plus this law, I was honorably 
discharged because I was over 38. My son was in the Marines in 
Guadalcanal, but my little girl was only a matter of months in age. So, at the 
end of 1945 I sailed, on the first ship out, for there were no planes taking any 
one to the Indies. So, I sailed with my wife and my little girl on a one-way 
ticket, not thinking for one moment of the difficulty in getting back to New 
York, and I had a commitment to be in Milwaukee in the first week of May. 
So, I sailed the end of December – New Year’s Eve, to be exact. At the end 
of about three months, my brother Victor said to me, “You have a return 
ticket?” and I said, “No, but I want to get back the first week of May to go to 
Milwaukee.” He said, “How dare you leave the capital of the financial 
world, New York City, without making arrangements? All things are done 
there, and you have come to a little island like Barbados, and we have two 
little ships – one carrying a maximum of 65 passengers, and the other 
carrying a maximum of 120, one sailing out of Boston, one sailing out of 
New York, but all these islands are to be serviced, and we alone could use 
more ships several times a month. They only make a round trip – one makes 
it every 21 days, and the other one makes it every 32 days; and how dare you 
come out, knowing you must be back, without making any arrangement in 
New York City?” 

How often have we come to the point of needing something where we could 
have made earlier arrangements? I have done this many times. At times, I've 
considered myself the 59th second person. Most generally, it’s worked out – 
mainly because that’s what I had expected. Also, I got the results I'd wanted 
at the last second because my energy level was pumped up enough to drive it 
through. Still, I prefer having situations already arranged so I do not have to 
think about them. 

Where do you operate – last minute or well-established plans? 
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Well, it was perfectly all right. I sat in my hotel room in a nice big easy 
chair, and I assumed it was a little boat that would tend the ship because we 
didn’t have a deep harbor in those days. We have one now, but there was no 
deep-water harbor, so I assumed that I was on a small little boat taking me 
out to the ship, and that my brother Victor and sister Daphne, my wife and 
other members of the family and little Vicki were all aboard the boat. Then I 
assumed that I was stepping off this little boat onto the gangplank. I could 
feel the rhythm; I could feel it give as I went up step after step after step. My 
mind wandered before I got to the top. So, I came back to the bottom again 
and started all over. It wandered again; I came back to the bottom and did it 
over. 

Notice the mood conveyed here. Neville was okay with the situation – and 
that’s where we’d have to be – okay with the situation. His apparent calm is 
energy – receptive energy, and that energy as much as the vividness of his 
assumption stirred the energy waves so they quickly assembled around the 
core idea that resulted in the experience pattern for the return trip. 

It is reasonable to me that had Neville agonized about the matter – or had 
put himself down for having not arranged for the return before he left New 
York, he would have interfered with the outcome. In other words, he would 
have hampered his imaginal act. 

So, of course, I recommend you'd approach any situation from the state of 
being okay with it. Be in the calm that is a form of receptive energy. 

What helps you to get into the calm receptive energy? 
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Remembering I AM Presence playing a role helps me get into calm receptive 
energy. It has the same meaning for me as being in a play. At times, however, 
I have to remind myself that I AM Presence and the situation I am facing is 
the scene in which I am playing a role. The beauty of this approach is that I 
have full license to write my script. 

When I got to the top I had no room where I could go. I simply assumed 
now: My hand is on the rail. I could feel the salt of the sea on the rail. I 
could feel the salt of the sea in the air, and then I looked towards the Island 
of Barbados with a mixed feeling: one of sadness because I was leaving the 
family, and one of joy because I was going back to America where I live. 
That was a peculiar feeling, but it was a natural feeling. 

Had you decided what you would assume? When I did not know what to 
assume, I asked Spirit to show me what the situation would be like when the 
thing I desired had actually occurred. Instantly an image appeared at the 
front of my mind and that’s where I put my attention. This has been very 
helpful when I'd done imaginal work for others. 

In a recent matter, a friend wanted money to resolve a business matter. I 
asked Spirit to show me what it would be like if she had the money and right 
away, an image came to the front of my mind. The image: I had answered my 
phone. It was my friend telling me she was parked right by my car and she 
wanted me to come out to see something. 

The next day, the scene repeated itself, but in my physical experience. My 
friend telephoned, asking me to be on the lookout for her in the next few 
moments. And yes, she arrived shortly. I went out to greet her and she 
showed me what she had wanted me to see. 

Test your own capacity to ask Spirit to show what your fulfilled desire would 
be like. Experience it and describe it. 
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And while I had hold of the rail and assumed this state, I then fell asleep in 
the chair. 

Now, I must go back. When I went down to the firm in Barbados to ask for 
transportation, they said, “You haven’t the chance of a snowball in hell of 
getting out of Barbados until October.”  This was then the month of late 
March. Not a chance of getting out! They had a list that long and I was at the 
bottom of the list. Trinidad had a list that much longer, for they had so many 
more people. All the islands have lists. There were literally thousands of 
people waiting to get aboard, and they only had two ships, one carrying 65 
and one carrying 120 passengers. So, they said, “Mr. Goddard, you have no 
chance of getting out before October.” I said, “All right.” 

How do you like those odds? In a situation such as this is when you'd find 
out how well you were able to get into the consciousness of your fulfilled 
desire – where thousands were waiting and you are one – the one. When it 
comes to the MegaMillions Lottery, millions are waiting and you are the 
one. In your business, how many are waiting for customers and clients to 
come? Yet you are the one – that is, if you are in the consciousness of the 
fulfilled desire. 

To what extent did you realize you are the one, and what did you do to set 
yourself apart from the masses that also wanted the thing you had chosen to 
experience? Discuss. 

 

 

 

What image did you assume that showed you were the one whose desire was 
fulfilled? And did you sleep in that assumption? Describe. 
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Then I sat and did that which would imply that I was sailing. I simply did 
exactly what I knew I had to do. I simply subjectively appropriated my 
objective hope. I hoped to be sailing on that ship, and so I subjectively 
appropriated the objective hope, for if I were sailing I would get into that 
little boat, get off onto the gangplank and walk up to the deck of the ship. 
The next day – the very next day – I had not dressed; I had not a thing to do 
but go to the bathing beach later on in the day. The phone rang, and it was 
the Alcoa Steamship Company asking me to come on down, that they had 
news for me. I asked them what news. They said we have passage for three 
sailing on the next ship, which will put you back in New York City on the 
1st of May. 

What was your hope? 

 

 

Neville got into the little boat, walked up the gangplank and up to the deck 
of the ship. What did you do – what action did you take in your inner world 
that implied your hope was brought forward? What did you touch, using 
your imaginal hands? What did it feel like? What other senses played in the 
mix – and what sensations did you experience? Discuss your reaction. 

 

 

Discuss any situation that occurred in your physical reality that was the 
response to your imaginal activity. 

 

 

 

I went down, and I was very curious and asked, “Why do you offer it to me 
when the list, you told me, is so long, with hundreds and hundreds waiting 
on it who are all ahead of me? And what caused you to have the vacancy?” 
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Well, a lady in the island, so she told me, who desired to get out badly and 
wanted to go back to America – the first choice would be this lady. Well, 
suddenly she changed her feeling about it. Then they went down the entire 
list with no reason whatsoever and gave it to us, and they justified it in this 
manner: 

“The ship only carries two in each room, but your little girl is only 
about three years of age, and she can sleep in a bunk with your wife, 
and you can have the other one. So, because she is such a little child – 
only three years old, we gave it to accommodate three rather than two, 
and the two that we do have couldn’t share it anyway because they are 
different sexes and not married.” 

That is how she justified giving it to me when hundreds of people were 
before me. I know how I did it. Every natural effect has a spiritual cause, 
and not a natural. A natural cause only seems. It is a delusion. Well, I 
remembered what I did. It was only a matter of 24 hours between planting 
that seed and the springing of that seed into objective reality. By the 20th 
day of April I was on that boat, getting off in New York City by May the 1st 
to meet my appointment in Milwaukee. 

Those who made decisions that brought our desires find ways to justify their 
actions. I've seen this happen: reasons decision-makers and reporters gave 
seem a bit far-fetched. That’s okay, though. Amazingly, they scratched their 
heads implying their bewilderment. Yet, they knew something happened to 
change the course of events. They just didn’t know it was imaginal action.  

What recent experiences did you have where the direction of events changed 
in ways that benefited you or one for whom you had taken imaginal action? 

 

 

I could multiply that by dozens and dozens in my own case, and 
unnumbered in those who attend my meetings. So, it is simply imagination 
plus faith. As we are told, without faith it is impossible to please Him. The 
one we please is not some external being; it is internal – your own wonderful 
imagination. 
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TO WHOM YOU PRAY 
Now, I will put you to the test. We are told in the 13th chapter of II 
Corinthians: “Examine yourselves, to see whether you are holding to the 
faith. Test yourselves. Do you not realize that Jesus Christ is in you? – 
Unless indeed you fail to meet the test!” (II Corinthians 13:5) 

Now I just gave you the test. This is the test: If the word “God,” “Lord,” 
“Jesus Christ” conveys the sense of an existent something outside of man, 
you have failed the test, for Jesus Christ is in you. He said, “Examine 
yourselves to see whether you are holding to the faith. Test yourselves. Do 
you not realize that Jesus Christ is in you? – Unless indeed you fail to meet 
the test!” (II Corinthians 13:5) If the word “Jesus Christ” conveys the exist-
ence of someone outside of you, you didn’t meet the test. And all things are 
done by Him. “Without Him was not anything made that is made.” (John 
1:3) And He is your own wonderful human imagination! 

How was your performance with the test? Did your attention go to the inside 
or the outside? Discuss. 

 

 

 

Where did you see the energy of infinite love and infinite wisdom? Is it inside 
or outside? Discuss. 

 

 

So, here, when you know to Whom you pray and Who is actually doing it, 
you’ll find that it is your own wonderful human imagination. That is God. 

Where is Imagination? Discuss. 
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I noticed that when I spoke to Imagination or Spirit, each word took form at 
the front of my mind. Whether I asked a question or made a statement, the 
same occurred. The words took form where I could view them through my 
mind's eye. Each time, regardless of the nature of my words, forms appear – 
and these forms are answers and responses. That the forms are answers and 
responses tells me that my every word is a prayer.  

The tricky part is this: my reaction to the situation about which I spoke to 
Spirit or Imagination was the energy I used to make the answer unique for 
me. I wrapped this energy around the form and it gave the form its essence. 
For example, when I've asked Spirit to show ideas that would benefit those I 
served, I was in constant excited enthusiasm. It is the same when I've asked 
Spirit to show methods for applying spiritual-vibrational law. The exercises 
and drills I've shared with you in these workshops are my best interpretation 
of what I got from Spirit. 

So, I pay attention to my reactions from the moment a matter comes to my 
attention, since I know the impact they have on my experiences. I invite you 
to pay attention to your reactions to matters you discuss with Imagination. 

Okay, consider a matter about which you'd speak to Imagination. What did 
you say? 

 

 

When you spoke to Imagination what energy (reaction) did you take into the 
discussion? Did it feel great? Did it signify a problem? Discuss. 

 

 

 

 

Your reactions set the tone for the corresponding experience. Knowing your 
reaction, you may work with yourself to be in the energy you preferred. 
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“All things exist in the human imagination” [Wm. Blake from “Jerusalem”]. 
There isn’t a thing in this world that you and I call real – objectively real – 
that was not first only imagined. You name it! 

Look around. What did you see that was not first imagined? 

 

Since every thing and every event was first imagined, you may be the one 
who brings an event from the inner world to the 3-D world by taking action 
in the Image. You may bring forth an event that had not been seen before. 
Does this fact appeal to you? 

 

You may bring forth an event that is something we do not understand. Just 
because we do not know the law of what we had seen does not make it any 
less. Some would call that a miracle. For example, you know a person had 
formed a tumor in his or her physical organism. You took imaginal action 
where you looked all through that person’s organism, but saw no tumor - the 
tumor had evaporated. Minutes later, you'd heard from your friend who told 
you he no longer had pain or any evidence of a tumor – although just a few 
moments earlier, that evidence was there. Many would call that a miracle. 

Quantum physics applied to biology has an explanation: that the tumor was 
physical matter in a certain form. Physical matter is a particle state that has 
a particular form. That the tumor had evaporated means the particle state 
had changed to the wave state of energy. 

The change from the particle state to the wave state of energy is consistent 
with that law of physics that specifies that nothing is created or destroyed. It 
is not new news that energy changes form – and to go from the particle state 
to the wave state and from the wave state to the particle state is merely form 
that had changed. So, what would you do to cause something to change from 
the wave state to the particle state? 
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Something you'd wanted is in the wave state of energy. At the front of your 
mind, it is in the wave state of energy. It is a set of energy waves. You may 
take imaginal action where you'd look around and see the form of the thing 
you'd wanted. This action causes energy waves to assemble around that form 
you'd seen with your mind's eye. Your loyalty to this image sets it up so the 
wave state of energy would change to the particle state. 

Test it. Ask Imagination to show the Image of something you desired. What 
did you ask Imagination to show to you? 

 

 

Look at the Image: let this be the only thing you saw. Notice your reaction. 
What was your initial reaction to the Image? 

 

 

 

 

The building in which we now are seated, everything here, the lectern, the 
clothes you wear, name anything here. You may go into other parts like the 
trees. We didn’t make those by imagination, but it was the Divine 
Imagination, the same as the human imagination, only we are keyed low. It 
is the same imagination, for there is only God. So, human imagination is one 
with Divine Imagination. On our level, God keyed Himself low with the 
weaknesses and the limitations of the body, God [literally] became as we 
are, that we may be as He is.” [Wm. Blake, “There Is No Natural Religion”] 

- 27 -

Trees came about through Divine Imagination and we looked at trees with 
human imagination to make all sorts of things. The whole of Consciousness 
contains all the ideas – formed with Divine Imagination – we look at ideas 
with human imagination to make all sorts of things. We look at ideas from 
the whole of Consciousness by calling for them. I still remember George 
Washington Carver who made more than 400 items from the peanut. 
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In becoming man, He couldn’t pretend He was man. He had to actually 
become man, with all the weaknesses, with all the limitations and frailties of 
man, and assumed it completely. Then, in time, the whole thing unfolds 
within man, and man discovers that he is God! He discovers he is God 
because the drama is completely recorded for him. Everything said of Jesus 
Christ in Scripture, you are going to experience as something taking place 
within you. Not something of which you read as in the case of reading about 
another, no, it is all done within you. You stand dumbfounded. You are 
amazed beyond measure and belief. You cannot believe it, that you still 
capable of – well, of unlovely actions, could be that glorified. Yet you can’t 
deny the evidence of your senses. You cannot deny the experiences that 
you’ve had. And the whole thing will unfold in you. You will know from 
experience. I am not theorizing. I am not speculating. No one taught it to me. 
I never read it in a book – in the Bible, but I never saw it in the Bible until I 
had experienced it, and then I went back and researched the Scriptures to 
find it is all there, but adumbrated. It was not spelled out in a way that man 
could understand it. The whole thing was an adumbration from beginning to 
end; and when it takes place in man, and the man in whom it takes place tells 
it, those who hear him can’t believe it because they know him. They know 
his past. They know his background in every little detail, and they cannot 
believe their traditional concept of Jesus Christ to be what he is talking about 
that actually unfolded within him. 

Just as God became you, not pretending, you may choose a role – the role 
played by the person you'd wanted to be and you'd become that person. No, 
you would not be pretending. You would be authentically the person you had 
chosen to be. 

You are a protean being and you may enter any role, playing it fully until you 
are clearly that person. I prefer being aware of the person I'd chosen to be 
as energy, saturated by the Energy Ball – by the energy of infinite love and 
infinite wisdom, and then entering that energy to play out the role. What is 
your preference? 
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The Bible tells the same story: “He came to his own, and his own received 
him not,” (John 1:11) because really, in the end, there is only the Lord Jesus 
Christ. There is only God!  God is buried in every being in the world, and 
only God will rise. And He will rise in the individual, and the individual in 
whom He rises, that one will know Who He is. And he will be the God of 
Scripture. That is the story. 

So we decoded the Bible and applied it to our experiences here. When we 
asked that our desires were fulfilled but did not accept the Image as being 
real, “he came to his own, and his own received him not”, we fulfilled the 
Scripture. He came first as the Image, Imagination, in the act at the front of 
the mind. Imagination came immediately, yet we did not acknowledge the 
realness and pretended we did not have the fulfillment. 

There is only God, and there is only the whole of Consciousness. The whole 
of Consciousness is buried in every being – Energy is buried in every being 
– and only Energy will rise. Energy came to the front of the mind when we 
asked for the fulfilled desire. It came in the wave state, assembled to appear 
as the thing we desired. It existed because we thought it. But did we believe 
it? Did you believe it? Discuss. 

 

 

 

I asked Spirit to show things to me because I knew they existed. That I do not 
have in my physical possession any things I desired merely means I did not 
see them. These are in my possession because they are in consciousness. 
They are in the whole of Consciousness, and because I asked to see them, 
they are in my individualized consciousness. Any event or thing I'd asked to 
see is in my individualized consciousness, seeable at the front of my mind. 

Are you willing to make it your practice that you'd ask Spirit or Imagination 
to show things you desired to you? 
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Are you willing to make it your practice that you'd recognize the things you'd 
viewed at the front of your mind as being real, belonging to you? Discuss. 

 

 

 

But tonight, on the practical level you try it, knowing Who is doing it: that it 
is God doing it, and God is your own wonderful human imagination. 

Now, take faith, as defined for us in the 11th chapter of the book of 
Hebrews, and you will see that it is simply the subjective appropriation of 
the objective hope. I wanted to be on that ship; that was my objective hope. 
Well, I first subjectively appropriated it. I did it as though it were true. I 
actually acted just as though the thing had happened. I walked up the 
gangplank, held the rail, looked back with mixed feelings, and then fell 
asleep. And when I found myself wandering, I went back to the very first 
step on the gangplank and did it over again, and went on doing it over and 
over until I could walk right up that gangplank and actually feel I am at the 
very top and turn around and put my hand on the rail. And strangely enough, 
in my imagination I allowed my brother Victor to carry my daughter Victoria 
up the gangplank, and to justify his action when we got off the little tender 
onto the gangplank, he said, “Come, your father’s arms aren’t strong enough 
to take you. I will take you.” But my arms certainly were strong enough to 
carry my daughter, but he had to justify it, as we all do. He had to justify that 
action, and then took her up. Well, that is exactly what he did when we got 
to the little boat! 

I hope you see the value of taking an action that signifies your hope was 
fulfilled. For Neville’s return trip to New York, he walked up the gangplank. 
For me on behalf of my friend, I got that call from her where she asked me to 
go outside. For your current hope, what is your action in the Image? 
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SIMPLY THE MAN OF IMAGINATION 
So, here, I ask you just to listen to it and not say, Well, I’ve heard it, and 
forget it, but try it. You will be the operant power. It doesn’t work itself. We 
are the operant power. In fact, all day long we are operating it, but I would 
ask everyone to operate it wisely, nobly, consciously, and not go into a 
fantasy wildly that tomorrow, when it comes up, we will not forget the 
harvest. For everything in our world, man once imagined. And all the men of 
action in our world that you see out building the buildings and doing all the 
business – they are nothing more than the unconscious instruments of 
imaginative men. 

Consider, if you will, the instruments of imaginative men. The media news is 
filled with stories of unconscious instruments of imaginative men. The world 
is filled with numerous unconscious instruments of imaginative men. Who 
are the unconscious instruments of imaginative men? 

 

 

Could you help but wonder whether the imaginative men are conscious of 
what they had done? I'd say, some are and others are not. You are among the 
imaginative men – but are you aware of the extent of your power? 

 

It is one thing to imagine an event, but what about the instruments of your 
imagining. Did you see the connection? 

 

So much of our traditional conditioning in the world of Caesar is that we 
would imagine the event and then we’d get busy determining how it would 
happen. We were conditioned to be on the ways and means committee, where 
we would figure out what needed to happen and how it would happen so the 
event would come together. Recall from Neville’s example, he walked up the 
gangplank. That action by-passed the ways and means committee, and was 
based on the assumption that he had passage back to New York. 
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I've noticed that certain of my desires were actually items from the ways and 
means committee agenda. I really do not have to hope for a certain number 
of clients when I am the foremost insider coach. I am the foremost insider 
coach because I'd served the clients who gave me that standing. Yes, I may 
have specified a number that signify the standing of being the foremost in the 
field. I may have also specified a level of achievement for those I had served. 
The number and their accomplishments are part of the package. 

Examine your hopes and desires to see whether you had attached items that 
are part and parcel of your fulfilled desire. Your assumption could well be an 
action you had taken on behalf of certain of your customers. For instance, if 
your hope was to operate an online business, an assumption could be filing 
the PayPal notice in your customers’ files after you had filled their orders. It 
may be that you'd filed those notices at the end of your workday. Filing those 
notices implied that you served a number of customers. 

Being specific, what assumption implied that your current hope was brought 
forward into your experience? 

 

 

 

A man sits down at the drafting board, and he has conceived a building. He 
does everything in detail all in his imagination, and then he turns the 
blueprint over to the men of action, and they get all the credit, but the man 
who did it was simply the man of imagination. 

The men of action who got all the credit carried out the items set forth on the 
ways and means committee. The draftsman did not have to handle the nuts 
and bolts that went into constructing the building. Yet in his design, he set it 
up and identified where those nuts and bolts fit within each other. You may 
do everything in detail all in your imagination – and write it down as a plan. 
Are you willing to be a person of imagination? 
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That is what William Butler Yeats meant. Having seen this law in operation, 
he said, “I will never again be certain that it was not some woman treading 
in the winepress that started that sudden change in men’s minds.” And 
because of it, so many nations were given to the sword because of some 
dream in the mind of some shepherd boy that lighted up his eyes for a 
moment before it went upon its way. Someone feeling herself neglected and 
wrongfully accused, and she is vivid in her imagination, when she, unknown 
by the world, is setting the world aflame. Many a man tonight is in jail, and 
wrongfully there; he knows he did not commit the crime for which he was 
charged, and he is paying a price that he feels he should not pay. That man’s 
mind is inflamed, and what is he doing? It is going undetected, but the 
events will appear in the world. 

With all the negativity and violence in the world today, it is easy to conjure 
up something vivid in your imagination that keeps the horrors of the world 
of Caesar going. However, I'm suggesting that for every violent picture that 
appeared in the media, that some among us those would grasp the Image of 
something lovely: let your eyes would light up for a moment. I propose that 
you'd be so vivid in your imagination about the prosperity of your city or 
community that the leaders would visibly scratch their heads trying to figure 
out what caused the turnaround. Be so vivid in your imagination that your 
friend was absolutely thrilled about her husband’s totally restoration to 
health and well-being. You have the capacity to cushion any blow from the 
world of Caesar – replacing horrors others had imagined with lovely and 
wonderful events, because your imagination was so vivid. 

What lovely and wonderful events did you imagine vividly today? 
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Two or three weeks ago I received a letter, and I thought it was a strange 
letter when I began to read it. It is from a prisoner. I do not know the man at 
all. He signed his name “Bob,” and enclosed a self-addressed envelope. He 
is at Folsom. Folsom is a place where only the hardened prisoners are sent. 
Well, he confessed that he heard me on TV, and he practiced it and it 
worked. 

Neville’s story here reminds me of the fact of how we had locked ourselves 
into various prisons throughout the life course. Illness is a prison and so is 
poverty. Loneliness is a prison as is ignorance. Any sense of limitation is a 
prison and when we’d defined ourselves by our limitations we had set up the 
conception of self that expresses the named limitations: prisoners. 

Long-term limitations make us hardened prisoners: freedom requires great 
loyalty and commitment to an alternate reality. Yes, any limitation we had 
claimed is one reality. Any experiences other than the limitations are other 
realities – and they all exist. All the realities exist within the inner world – 
yes, all realities are states within the whole of Consciousness. 

To what extent had you defined yourself by any limitation? What limitations? 

 

 

 

To what extent are you now willing to look into a different reality – other 
than the limitations you listed? Are you willing to commit yourself to the 
different reality and enter that state, living in it until you are free? Discuss. 
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Well, I had twenty TV appearances on Sunday afternoons between 2:00 and 
2:30. He said he applied it, and he said, “Neville, and it worked! Where I am 
going, I don’t know, but I am here for quite a stretch, and so it doesn’t matter 
whether you answer tonight, tomorrow or when you answer, because I am 
here. But I would like certain questions answered.” 

We know the Law always works, whether we are conscious of our imaginal 
activity or not. Often, we proclaim it worked or did not work, based on what 
we were conscious of doing. Yet, we must become accustomed to the impact 
of what we are conscious of being, that is, who we are conscious of being. In 
other words, the Law works according to who we are conscious of being. 

I've found the results I get are always consistent with who I am conscious of 
being. At times, I attempted to be in assumptions that were in no way close 
to who I was conscious of being. Not only was I conscious of being someone 
different from the one who had the experiences I thought about, I was in a 
different consciousness. 

Examine yourself to see who you are conscious of being. Notice what you 
have in relation to your desires. In other words, are you surrounded by your 
fulfilled desires? 

 

Who are you conscious of being? Discuss. 

 

 

 

Is this person you are conscious of being the same person who experienced 
the desires fulfilled? Discuss. 
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What did I do to deal with myself when I realized I was not conscious of 
being the one I wanted to be? I used Revision. Yes, the art of Revision gave 
me freedom. I remembered to revise my conception of self. Each time, in the 
conception of self that naturally experienced the events, I walked the line 
and the things I desired were part of my experience. 

I discovered it was not a matter of “once revised, always revised”. It was a 
continual process, continually unfolding. I had to revise, revise and revise – 
until I was consistently conscious of being who I had wanted to be. That 
meant I had to remind myself – catch myself when I was offtrack. 

My greatest measure of being on track or offtrack was being straight with 
myself about how I was doing with attaining my desires. Fulfilled desires I 
had designated served as my measuring stick. This was not proof that the 
Law worked, but proof that I had applied the Law appropriately. 

How many ways could we use Imagination? 

 

How many ways have you used Imagination? Discuss. 

 

 

 

 

I've found that how I've used Imagination had impacted my results. Where I 
allowed myself to be surrounded by the fulfilled desire with Imagination, I 
got the results that corresponded with this activity. One with whom I work 
closely reminded me of the fact that we stand at the threshold of the visible 
and invisible worlds. I recall having recognized this fact sometime earlier 
and had mentioned it in my writings. My earlier writings are on Indoma’s 
Place. Anyway, this rediscovery clicked and I started the process whereby I'd 
felt the inner world at my back while I faced the outer world. Surrounded by 
certain fulfilled desires, I knew I was in a productive place. 
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That fellow is interested in the use of imagination. Strangely enough, they 
are vitally interested in the mystery of death. They would like to know if I 
can cast any thought whatsoever on death, based upon – naturally – my 
experiences; not things concerning others, but what I know concerning 
death. 

Well, I wrote him just before I came up. By now he must have the letter. I 
wish I could go to Folsom and talk to the inmates and tell them of their true 
dignity – the Man that they are destined to be, for they are destined to be the 
Lord Jesus Christ! Every child born of woman is destined to be Christ, and 
to be conscious of the fact that he is the Lord. But how to get there and 
address them, I do not know. He has my letter. I wrote him in detail as much 
as I possibly could, and he will share it with those who are interested. They 
are vitally interested in death. 

Regardless of the prison – whether of mortar and brick, of the physical body 
or within a social position, we are playing a role – a character in a drama – 
even the Eternal Drama. The real freedom is in knowing we are playing a 
role and when the scene closes, we take off the mask. In the role, we are 
dead to who we are – but when we awaken to knowing we were playing a 
role, the character dies. We know it was only a character. 

Today, I got it. What did I get? The thing about going to heaven when we die 
– and the part about dying: this is not physical death. It is death to the role – 
knowing we were playing a role. We played a role in the drama, but we did 
not know the character was the mask and costume. All along, we thought we 
were the character and did not know it was a drama. 

When I discovered it was a drama and I was playing a role, I became aware 
of who I am. I recognized it: I am the Presence, and I contain everything that 
is basic and essential to any role I had chosen to play.  

I invite you to be aware of where you are standing: at the threshold of the 
inner and outer world and at your back is the reality of an experience you 
had chosen for yourself. Are you aware of standing at the threshold of the 
inner and outer world? 
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What reality did you choose? Discuss. 

 

 

 

 

What things are in the reality you had chosen? What are the props? 

 

 

 

 

If you'd like, you may turn around to look at the things in the reality you 
chose – just to see them with your mind's eye – so you are certain of what is 
in this chosen reality. Then turn, having these items at your back. Be aware 
of the fact that these things are behind you, backing you up. What is your 
reaction? Discuss. 
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I told him, as I would tell anyone, I meet people who are not aware of the 
fact that they have made the transition. They know nothing of the fact that 
they have died, because they aren’t dead! They are not dead, and nobody can 
persuade them that they died. They are talking to a man who is just as alive 
as you are, and you tell him that he died and you went to his funeral and you 
know exactly where they put him in the ground, revealing what he would 
expect of you as a friend, but he laughs at you, because he knows he isn’t 
dead. I say, “No, you are not dead, but you died, you know.”  “But aren’t you 
stupid,” he said to me – “I am not dead but I died!” 

Just as we do not know when we had made the transition from the role we 
were playing to I AM Presence, we are less aware of making the transition 
from the garment of the world of Caesar to another garment. How often it 
has been that so many objected when I'd spoken about being asleep.  

Being asleep and being dead are the same. Sleep is being unaware of who 
you are. Sleep is when you do not know you are playing a role; yet the real 
you is the actor. You are not the character in the drama. But if you thought 
you were the character in the drama, you were sleeping. 

The character in the drama is called by your name, but the actor is I AM. 
Now, look at the character and describe what the character had done. 

 

 

 

 

Did the character open a business? Did the character go to work for a 
company? Either is okay, of course. Did the character gain or lose weight? 
Did the character go into debt? Did the character pay off the debts? Did the 
character develop illness or disability? Did the character recover from the 
illness or disability? Did the character marry and have children? Did the 
character divorce or become widowed? Did the character win the Lottery? 
Did the character travel the world? Did the character become homebound? 
What did the character do in the drama? You know. 
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You are the actor and the character is the role you'd played in the drama. 
Did you play the character in the way you wanted? Was the script to your 
satisfaction? Aware that you are the actor, you may decide whether the script 
has in it what you wanted your character do. Where you'd like to have the 
character do something different, shift to the author of the play and write a 
new script. Look into the reality that contains the experience pattern you like 
best. Plot the experience in a pattern you want. 

Describe the pattern you'd wanted the experience to take. This shows how 
you'd like to play the role. Of course you are a prima donna, so you may 
have it your way! 

 

 

 

 

  

You see, there is all the difference in the world between restoration, which 
happens to everyone who dies here – instantaneous restoration in an 
unaccountable way in a new body – like it was before, but new – 
unaccountably new, and young. If you die at 90, you are 20, and it is an 
instantaneous restoration. Well, that is not Resurrection. 

When you'd realized you are the actor, you'd found your true Self and you'd 
chosen the roles you'd play – this constitutes an instantaneous restoration 
into a new character. Sure, you may use the same mask and costume, but the 
nature of your character is different. Are you willing to play a different role? 
Did you write a new script for your character in the role? 
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Resurrection is the story that I tell when man actually awakens from the 
dream of life, while the other is restored to continue the dream. He is 
dreaming the conditions round about him, as he is dreaming the conditions 
here. 
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SEE THEM IN MY MIND’S EYE 
What was it but a waking, controlled dream that I did when I went aboard 
the ship? When I got out of the Army, was that not a dream, a waking but 
controlled dream? When I put in my application for an honorable discharge, 
it was denied me and signed by Colonel Theodore Bilbough, Jr. He was my 
Commanding Officer in the 11th Armored Division.” There was no appeal 
beyond my commander. I could not take it to the regimental commander or 
division commander; I could only take it to my battalion commander, and he 
was my commander. 

A waking controlled dream is the same as a drama you had scripted for your 
character. Consider a situation where you had sought something but it was 
denied you thus far. You had discussed the matter with someone who was in 
the position to give an answer of “Yes” or “No”. 

What is the situation? Describe fully. 

 

  

 

Describe the action you had taken – the discussion you had with the person 
– detailing what you said and what the other person said. 

 

 

 

 

 

Disconnect from any concern about the response that person had given and 
remember you are the actor in the role of a character who wanted approval 
for a particular matter. Because you are the actor, but not the character, you 
know you may write a new script for the character. 
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And he signed it “Disapproved.” That night I went to sleep in my little bunk 
with all the other soldiers and assumed that I was in New York City in my 
own apartment in Times Square, where I had my apartment. I was in my 
own bed my wife was in her bed, and our little girl was in her crib. And then 
I got up – all in my imagination – and walked through my apartment and felt 
the familiar objects. I could see them all. I could see them in my mind’s eye. 
And I made it quite clear to myself that I was not there on furlough; I was 
honorably discharged and sleeping now as a civilian. 

It doesn’t matter what the circumstances around you seem to be, you may 
assume new circumstances that show you have whatever you had requested. 
To do so, you must be clear on what the new circumstances are and surround 
yourself with them. 

What are the new circumstances for your character? What is your character 
doing? 

 

 

 

Perhaps you applied for a job – a job you really wanted. It may have been a 
promotion you sought or the means for obtaining your own home. Or, you 
may have been involved in certain legal litigations and the ruling was not in 
your favor. Even where a health care professional had given a diagnosis for 
you or a loved one, such a situation is one you may use in this exercise. In 
instances where your sales are lower than you would like, you may apply the 
Law to arrange the circumstances where your sales are much higher. 

Standing at the threshold between the inner and outer world, at your back is 
the reality you had chosen. The new circumstances are surrounding you and 
you'd felt the energy. You are on the job, in your new home or the order was 
reversed in your favor. Or the health care professional contacted you, telling 
you about new tests that showed you had no evidence of disease – or you 
looked at your sales records and your bank account, seeing clear evidence 
that your sales were greater than ever. 
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That same night before my vision about 4:00 in the morning came a huge 
white sheet, and here on the white sheet was the word “Disapproved,” 
signed Colonel Theodore Bilbough, Jr. Then came a hand – just a hand with 
a pen in it, and the pen scratched out the word “Disapproved,” and in bold 
script it wrote, “Approved.” Then a voice spoke, and the voice said to me, 
“That which I have done I have done. Do nothing.” 

Your task is to remain aware of the new circumstances. Be aware of the 
reality in which the new circumstances exist fully. This setting for your 
drama is where you'd play out the role for your character. 

What actions would you play out in the character you are playing in these 
new circumstances? What actions do you perform now the circumstances 
had changed? Discuss. 

 

 

 

 

Where you are aware of legislation that violates the rights of citizens, you 
may look into the inner world for new circumstances that would benefit the 
many rather than merely certain interest groups. See the new reality in the 
inner world and allow the new circumstances to surround you. Live in the 
new circumstances that benefit the citizens of your nation or community. 

What legislation did you consider for revision? Discuss. 
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Nine days later the commanding officer, Colonel Bilbough, called me in, and 
after giving me a lecture about the best-dressed man in America is the man 
who wears the uniform of America – I said, “Yes, Sir.” Then he goes on, and 
I said, “Yes, Sir,” “Yes, Sir,” “Yes, Sir.” At the very end of it he said, “I have 
decided I am going to let you go,” and then he signed my release. That very 
day I was out of the Army honorably discharged. I didn’t tell him what I did. 
Would he have believed it? For geared as he was to war, sending millions of 
us into battle, could he believe that the imagination could bring about peace? 

Does the idea of peace in the world interest you? Discuss. 

 

 

 

 

Are you willing to stand at the threshold between the inner and outer world, 
where you are backed up to the reality of peace and the energy of peace is 
surrounding you? Discuss. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You do not have to concern yourself with what any persons are saying or 
doing. Your task is to be in that energy while you'd faced the outer world. 
Knowing you are surrounded by the energy of peace, notice your reaction. 
Also, pay attention to events in your immediate community and of course 
your household. 
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How can you take a man trained as he was trained and persuade him that an 
assumption, though false, if persisted in, will harden into fact? How could he 
possibly believe that? Yet I was the living evidence of what I had done. If I 
had told him what I had done, he would never believe that that was the cause 
of the physical phenomenon leading to the train and then the journey to New 
York City. That is exactly what I did in the vision of that night, just as I have 
told you. The sheet with his name and the word “Disapproved”; and then 
comes the hand striking out the word “Disapproved,” and it wrote in bold 
script “Approved.” And then this voice coming from the depths said, “That 
which I have done I have done. Do nothing.” I did nothing, and then nine 
days later he calls me in, approves it, shakes my hand, and he said to me, 
“Goddard, I will meet you in New York City after we have won this war.” I 
said, “Yes, Sir.” And that was it. No argument. I knew the causation behind it 
all, and I didn’t feel that that was the right time to share it with him. He was 
not in the mood to share what I had discovered. Well, I had discovered it, 
and I applied it. Why not apply the truth if you think you have found the 
truth? And so I found it, I used it, and it worked. When something proves 
itself in performance, what does it matter if the whole vast world rises up in 
opposition to it? It proves itself in the testing. 

While you might be tempted to announce it to the world, I have to agree with 
Neville when he said he did not feel it was appropriate to share his discovery 
with his commander. I hold back on sharing our discovery all over the place. 
I am concerned about the impact the sharing has on my capacities – how I'd 
react to the reactions others would give to what I'd shared. When I'd reached 
the point where my confidence is unshakable, I'd know it did not matter.  

How is your confidence in applying the Law in matters that concern you? 
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In a recent experience, I had great results. When I tried it the second time, 
my results were just the opposite. Between the two exercises, I talked with a 
few folks I had considered receptive, but listening closely, I heard cynicism 
and what seemed to be mockery in their responses. I believe I created these 
with my own limitations. It took weeks of diligent work to get beyond this 
experience, with spotty intentional results. 

It is important to me to see my flaws as well as to see my assets. Seeing 
where I had not done it right cues me into where I must do more work. To 
me, covering up my faults is merely delusional. 

Did you check to see where you had attempted to apply the Law? An attempt 
in my book is effort but not effective. 

 

 

 

Constantly I look for that which underlies the application of the Law. The 
progress we’ve made regarding reactions is part of this search. Also, I have 
found great value in vigils, working on specific concepts over a period of at 
least 21 days – and longer if necessary. My vigils were helpful, enabling me 
to get into the consciousness of specific concepts – where I rearranged the 
facts of who I was conscious of being.  

What methods had you used to align yourself so you could apply the Law 
effectively? 
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So, I am sharing with you that which I have proved. But it doesn’t work 
itself. You are the operant power. So, you take it home and know exactly 
who God is. Are we not told in the 4th Psalm, “Commune with your own 
heart upon your bed, and be silent.” (Psalm 4:4)  Not with someone else’s 
heart – commune with your own heart. The words “heart” and “mind” are 
synonymous in meaning. Commune with your own mind, and trust that 
Mind; trust it implicitly. Believe in the reality of your imagined acts, and 
these imaginal acts will objectify themselves and become what the world 
calls objective facts. They will! 

The extra work I've done in getting to the underlying facts is because I know 
I am the operant power. The Law does not work itself. I must be in the right 
position to apply the Law. The right position is referred to as righteousness 
in the Scriptures. A passage that means a lot to me is Matthew 6:33, where 
the instruction is that I would seek the kingdom and its righteousness. To 
find the right ways to do and be for applying the Law is important to me. 

The idea that I may commune with my own heart and mind is valuable. For 
many years, I've been into communicating with all sorts of entities. I found 
that to commune with my heart and mind, I must believe communication is 
possible. How would I communicate with my heart and mind unless they had 
features of communication?  

Commonly, we communicate with living beings but not things. To commune 
with my heart and mind requires me to see these as living beings. And if I 
accepted my heart and mind as living beings, what about my fingers and 
toes or liver and bones – am I willing to see these as living beings? Yes, I tell 
you with absolute certainty, I willingly see things as living beings so I may 
communicate with them. 

Where are you regarding things as living beings? Discuss. 
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To view things as living beings takes me beyond the laws of physics and 
biology as I was taught. Many discoveries in quantum physics, field theory 
and related sciences have not yet made it into the textbooks or standard 
journals. Clearly, discoveries related to Energy Work have not made it into 
popular media.  

Working from the point of view of our traditions, being so analytical causes 
us look at what we talk about here with a suspicious eye. Often it takes quite 
a leap to go where we have gone. But just as I knew in 1967 the day would 
come when, for instance, attention would be given to the fact that stress in 
the mind created disease in the body, I know the day will come when it is a 
common occurrence to view things as living beings. The link between stress 
in the mind and disease in the body was popularized in the 1980s. I've found 
quantum physics so helpful in its explanation of the capacity for this type of 
movement, and it too will be popularized.  

Many years ago, I played around with Energy and wrote about some of my 
games in a little book entitled Energy Games. Quantum physics validates so 
many aspects of Energy Work, spiritual-vibrational law and our privilege for 
dealing with things as living beings – a fact that is beyond the limits of the 
laws of physics and biology even as they are taught today. 

Are you willing to look beyond the laws of physics and biology than you 
were taught? Discuss. 

 

 

 

 

 

So, if you start behind the eight-ball, or behind anything that seems to be in 
opposition or an impassable something – well, you believe in God. I am 
telling you Who He is. Believe in the true God. Test yourself and see if you 
really believe in the true God. 
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It does not matter what it is. If it seems to be a power over you, seems to be 
an opposition or impassable, it is only an apparent threat. But you must be 
in the position to recognize it as such. This takes us back to remembering 
who you are –you are the actor playing a role where you faced opposition or 
what seemed to be some formidable force. 

In theatre, the character faced impassable obstructions, overcame obstacles 
and took the victory. In Energy Work – applying spiritual-vibrational law, we 
are not interested in going through all the steps of overcoming obstacles. In 
its place, we pull out solutions from our inner world and live in the state 
implied by the solutions. With Imagination no solutions are closed to us. 

Looking at circumstances in the world of Caesar, consider what you faced 
that seemed treacherous or impenetrable. Describe solutions you’ve brought 
to bear from Imagination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I am convinced that ninety-nine percent of the world will claim to believe in 
God, but they believe in a false god. They stick him on the wall, made by 
human hands, and cross themselves. He isn’t there at all. Read the 115th 
Psalm. What a shocker! What a shocker when you see what man does with 
his own hands and worships that which he makes with his own hands and 
calls it God! He has no eyes that can see, no ears that can hear. He has eyes, 
he has ears, he has nostrils, he has arms, he has feet, but none of these things 
can move. The eyes can’t see, the ears can’t hear, the mouth can’t speak, the 
feet can’t move, and yet he looks upon it as God! 
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The 115th Psalm is the most marvelous thing to read. It is a shocker. And, 
then, come back to find the real God, the living God, the God that cannot die 
– the God that is in you, your Immortal Self. That God cannot die! And that 
is your own wonderful human imagination. And should you drop now, you 
would be instantly restored in a body just the same, only new, unaccountably 
new and young – not an infant, not born again, just new. How it happens, I 
cannot tell you. I only know I’ve seen them, and they do not know – the 
majority of them do not know that they have made the transition into a 
section of time best suited for the work still to be done in them. 

What do you think of your own wonderful human imagination? 

 

 

 

 

What value do you give your own wonderful human imagination? Discuss. 

 

 

 

 

Describe ways you had used your own wonderful human imagination today 
– consciously, that is. 
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So, it does not mean that because you drop in the year 1971 that you are 
going to find the year ’71 now. No. You could find yourself in the Year One 
Thousand or the Year Three Thousand, but that is irrelevant. The section of 
time into which you are placed is done by the depths of your own being. He 
knows best what you need for the work: that He has started within you, and 
He is slowly breaking down the wall of partition between two until they 
become one. He is rubbing out that wall between you and Himself; when it 
is completely rubbed out, you are one. It is essential that He leaves all and 
cleaves to his wife to become one, not two. You are His wife till the sleep of 
death is passed. 

So, this is God’s emanation, and then, in time, He rubs out that little division 
and He becomes one with you. And when He becomes one with you, He 
awakes, and you aren’t two – you are one. And it is all spelled out for us in 
Scripture, and as we go through this series, the nine that follow tonight, we 
will try to explain it, using the Scripture to support my experiences. It is 
clearly stated, but I must confess I did not see it. I did not know it. I knew 
nothing of the Promise, even though it is right there in the Bible, speaking of 
promises, until it happened right here in this city twelve years ago tomorrow, 
on the 20th of July, 1959. It happened right here in this city at that hotel 
called Sir Francis Drake. 

 I saw where my walls were – they were in every situation where I did not 
realize I was the actor playing a role in this ongoing drama. I closed the gap 
each time I knew who I was; and where I knew I was the actor in the role, I 
relinquished any attachment to the outcomes. 

Knowing it’s a drama, I am free to bring whatever outcomes I chose for the 
character. I am not subject to the outcomes; the outcomes are subject to my 
wishes. In other words, I do not have to concern myself with the outcomes 
when I'm the one who chose the outcomes. Is this clear? 
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If I am to be concerned about anything, it is my capacity to speak my word 
so it accomplishes what I had set it up to do. I know my feelings – reactions 
are the power behind my words. My reactions caused the outcomes. 
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I had retired after a very pleasant meal with a friend of mine. I retired early. 
And then at 4:00 in the morning the whole drama unfolded within me. Then 
the whole series took twelve hundred and sixty days to complete, just as 
foretold in the 12th chapter of Daniel, and then reaffirmed in Revelation 
(Daniel 12:7; Revelation 11:3) one thousand two hundred and sixty days 
from the first great event to the fourth and final one. 

I have recorded it all, and you have it in the book called “Resurrection.” 

This workshop is concluded at this point. Go to page 59 for Self-Evaluation. 

Now, tonight, let us make it a full and interesting evening. After the Silence 
we will have your questions, and I will try my best to answer every question 
that is asked. Now, let us go into the Silence. 
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Now are there any questions, please? [After a pause]: Surely there are 
questions! 

A lady in the audience: Neville, then surely the memory must – [Remainder 
of question indistinguishable on my tape.] 

Neville: If I dropped tonight after 66 years of acquiring experiences and it is 
not a part of me. 

The Lady: But I mean, the conscious mind? 

Neville: Certainly, my dear. But you live there just as you live here; and 
people are afraid of dying there just as they are here, because they die there, 
as told in the 20th chapter of the book of Luke. It is stated so clearly, but 
man doesn’t see it. There we have what is known as the Sadducees and the 
Pharisees. Well, in modern language the Sadducees would be the extreme 
disbelievers, scientifically trained, intelligent, but with no belief in survival, 
believing that the brain is the whole thing, not the instrument. They believe 
the brain is the reality itself; they cannot believe that the brain is not the 
whole, when others believe the brain is only the instrument and the “player” 
is unseen who plays that instrument. Well, the Sadducees thought they 
would trick the central character of Scripture, and they asked the questions 
“Master, Moses once said that if a man marries and dies with no offspring 
and he has brothers, the second brother should marry his widow and raise up 
seed for his brother.” (See Luke 20:27 and following) Well, there were seven 
brothers. The first died leaving no offspring, the second ditto – died leaving 
no offspring; the third ditto, leaving no offspring. Eventually all married her 
and all died, and eventually she died. “Now whose wife is she in the 
Resurrection?” 

His answer is this: “In this age the sons of God marry and are given in 
marriages but those accounted worthy to attain that age and the resurrection, 
they neither marry nor are given in marriage, for they cannot die any more. 
They are now sons of God, being sons of the resurrection.” (Luke 20:35, 36) 

So, if you cannot die any more – if they are not resurrected, they die as they 
die here. You cannot accomplish in threescore and ten years what is going to 
take six thousand years. 
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The Lady: I think you stated that before the Resurrection. 

Neville: Before the Resurrection everything dies. In this world, it is a world 
of death. Actually, that is the question that this man from Folsom asked, and 
I could not answer him as I wanted to, because had I answered him, he 
would have thrown the letter out. If I had said to him that I have seen this 
world dead – that everything stood still; time stood still, – You have the 
power within you, and one day you will exercise it. You will arrest it in you, 
not in the world. You will release something that you feel within your own 
skull, and you will make it stand still, and when it is arrested, the whole vast 
world stands still, and it will look as though every one were dead. Every 
being that one second before was so animated and so alive is now dead. It is 
just as though it is made of clay or marble, and you look at it and you are 
amazed. Then you release within you the activity that you froze, and 
everything continues on its course. 

The bird that stopped in space – well, the bird should fall, shouldn’t it? 
Suddenly a bird is arrested. It did not fall because of gravity. If the waitress 
is coming through and I arrest within me her activity, she wouldn’t fall. She 
was in motion, and she simply stands still supported by the earth or the floor. 
But a bird in flight, that bird certainly should continue to fall because I 
arrested its motion. It didn’t fall! The bird stood still in space, and she stood 
still, and the diners dining – everything stood still. As I released within me 
the activity that I had arrested, everything continued to fulfill its purpose. 

Now, I could have changed their motivation and then released it. They would 
have changed their attitude towards life, and they would have thought that 
they had originated it. That is the power that is actually destined for every 
one on the globe, and you will know that it is from above. And from above, 
the whole world is completely controlled. He said, “I am from above. You 
are of this world; I am not of this world.” He is explaining an entirely 
different age. 

So, this world belongs to the world of death. Everything appears, it waxes, it 
wanes, and it disappears. Even the sun is going to go or slowly melt – so I 
am told. I am no scientist. 
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I was telling a friend of mine before I started the meeting; I have more 
friends on the other side of the veil than on this side. At my age I should. 
They all look alive here. I start counting those that have disappeared, and 
they are all over there, and they are still living just as they lived here – 
reanimated in a body that is young – unaccountably young, and many of 
them do not know of the transition. They just don’t know it. 

The Lady: Do they know you? 

Neville: They know me, and yet they do not know of the transition. I can 
give you a story right here in this State. My secretary died suddenly at the 
age of 50. He was like my brother. He was my secretary, my friend, my 
brother. Jack Butler was his name. I got a cable saying they had found the 
body on the floor. He died of a massive heart attack. So, I went back and 
took care of the funeral. His sister insisted on a Catholic funeral because he 
was born a Catholic. He wasn’t a practicing Catholic, but she insisted, so I 
paid the expenses but she was the sister and I allowed that to take ho1d. 

It was at Haverstrom, New York. We got the priest, we got the plot of land in 
a Catholic cemetery so all things were in order. My sister-in-law, my wife’s 
older sister, did not believe in what I teach, although she considers herself a 
pillar of the Episcopal Church. And I said to her, “What is it that you do not 
believe?” She said, “I do not believe in immortality. I believe that immor-
tality is simply the descendants moving on and carrying on.” I said, “How 
can you be a Christian, and you do not believe in immortality or life 
everlasting? I can’t see, Al, where you could be a Christian – not in my sense 
of the word.” 

Well, she still did not believe it. She said, “You are kind to my sister. You are 
a good husband and a good father, but I do not believe in your teaching.” 

Six months after Jack died, I found myself conscious in what they call “that 
world,” fully conscious as I am now, and here was my sister-in-law, Al, and 
here is Jack. She said to me – she opened the conversation – she said, “I still 
don’t believe what you teach.” That is how she opened up the conversation. 

I said to her, “How can you say that and look at Jack?”  
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She said, “What has Jack to do with it?” 

I said, “Don’t you know Jack died?” Well, she did. She remembered that he 
had died. She knew I came back from California to take care of the funeral, 
and so she remembered and her face changed completely, because Jack had 
died and she remembered that. 

Then Jack said to me “Who is dead?” 

I said, “Jack, you are not dead, but you died, you know.” 

“Oh, how stupid!  I’m not dead, but I died!” 

I said, “Yes, you died. I gave you a nice, homey funeral in sacred ground 
with a priest and all the things he is supposed to do.” And he looked at me so 
disgustedly. Then I said to Jack, “Jack, come over here.” He did; he obeyed 
me. He came over, and I turned to my sister-in-law and said, “Watch this, 
Al.” I put my hand on his thigh, and I squeezed it, and it was solidly real just 
as flesh and blood. He looked at me and did exactly what he would have 
done here and said, “Take your hand off me!” just like that as I squeezed his 
thigh. And at that, she was flabbergasted, and everything dissolved, and I am 
back on my bed. 

That is my experience with Jack. He doesn’t know he is dead, because he 
isn’t. He didn’t die. He died only to those who could not follow him. He lost 
contact. But the world doesn’t cease to be at the point where my senses 
cease to register it. 

 The Lady: I believe firmly in life after death, but I thought, you know – if 
there was a carrying on of the understanding. 

Neville: They are just as busy making a dollar as we are here. And there is 
no transforming power in death. A man who was a thief here finds himself 
still desirous of taking the goods of others. The one who is kind and 
considerate here, he is kind and considerate there. When I quoted from the 
20th chapter of the book of Luke, the word worthy – I’ve been questioned 
time and time on that word worthy. But all Bibles translate it worthy; it is 
worthy. By definition, it means to seem entirely deserving. Well, in the eyes 
of whom? In the eyes of the one who is raised? No. In the eyes of those who 
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behold. Those who await Eternity contemplate death. Those who are the 
resurrected in the eyes of their brotherhood – that one seemed worthy, 
entirely deserving, of being awakened from his dream. He has dreamed 
horrible dreams and beautiful dreams, and he has gone through the mill; it is 
time now to awaken him from the dream. He is worthy. His experiences are 
over when he takes off the body for the last time. 

Any other questions, please? 

A Gentleman: You said something about your television shows. I am not 
familiar with them. 

Neville: I had 26 in L.A. on Channel 11. There were thirteen, and then I had 
a break for about three months, and they brought me back for another 
thirteen. There were 26 half-hour shows; I did just what I am doing now. 
They gave me a lectern, and I simply sat at a desk really and spoke 
extemporaneously. There was no cue to bring me in. When they started the 
camera, I was seated at the desk. I didn’t have to walk off the stage; I didn’t 
have to come on the stage. There was no director. I was simply seated at the 
desk, and then the camera simply moved in on me, and then at the end of 
what I had to say it just faded and went to the one to follow me. I had 
enormous mail on it. It was a tremendous success as far as what I do, but 
they couldn’t use it to sell perfume. I was told that I had an audience in 
excess of about three hundred thousand every Sunday afternoon between 
2:00 and 2:30. That is what I was told by the survey; they estimate so many 
who view. In those days it was not done on tape; it was all done live. In 
those days everything was live for TV. The tapes came in after my days so 
those things are just a memory now. 

The Gentleman: It was a number of years ago? 

Neville: Oh, yes. Now I only appear on an occasional panel, and that is fun 
if they let you go completely out and tell them what you know from 
experience, that is fun, especially when you get a very critical bunch around 
you who try to dethrone you or make fun. Most of my critics are those who 
are only speaking from theory, not from experience. 
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A Lady: …someone who has written about Gurdjieff and Ouspensky. And 
contrary to what you say, he talks about evolving, but from what you say, I 
imply it is really like a dream. 

Neville: As far as I am concerned, he could mean something entirely 
different than I would if I used the word evolved. I do not accept evolving. I 
believe that God actually became as I am, and God will awaken in me, and 
when He awakes, I am He. But, now, if the book you refer to is by Nicoll, I 
recommend Nicoll as a great thinker. Dr. Nicoll was a great thinker and a 
perfectly marvelous person. He is gone now from this sphere, as Gurdjieff is 
gone, and all the others are gone. Ouspensky is gone. But they used a 
different terminology. I do not teach what some of them do, which is 
reincarnation for one. No – to me, man is individualized and attains forever 
towards ever greater and greater individualization. I firmly believe that the 
true Temple of God is the individuality of man, made clearer by the 
indwelling of Jesus Christ. The only sepulcher in which He was ever buried 
is the skull of man. He actually indwells man, and one day He will awaken 
in man. And when He awakens in that man, that man will know he is the 
Lord Jesus Christ. But He will awaken in every man. He took upon Himself 
Humanity, so that killing man is killing God. People don’t see it. Hurting 
man is hurting God. He is suffering all the ills that man suffers, but 
everything. 

Well, I think the time is up. Now we are here every night Monday through 
Friday this week and Monday through Friday next week, from 7:30 to 8:30. 
The door is open for us at 7:00, but we start at 7:30 and go through to 8:30. 
So, I do hope I’11 see many of you again. Good night. 
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SELF-EVALUATION 
Look around your inner world. Who are you in relation to your inner world? 

According to who you realize yourself to be, things that validate you are at 
the surface of your inner world where you may perceive them and feel them 
– that is, experience them. What do you see in your inner world that relates 
to things you had chosen to express in your physical reality? Now, with your 
back to your inner world, let images of the state surround you so you know 
how grounded and secure you are in the chosen experience. Describe your 
experience. 
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RESOURCES 
The Neville Project web site: The central website where you'd obtain a 
variety of lectures and other items that preserve Neville’s wisdom. 

http://www.NevilleLectureHall.com  

Neville Quotes: Up to 7 posted weekly from Neville’s Lectures or Books  

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/nevillequotes/join  

Beginning Neville Group: The ABC’s of Neville. Learn the basics and 
practice Neville’s concepts to manage everyday events with great ease.  

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/BeginningNeville/join  

Neville Revision Group: This practical group uses Neville-concepts to revise 
situations and experiences to create a more ideal life. 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NEVILLE_REVISION/join  

Applying Neville Group:  Test Neville-concepts to build a lifestyle based on 
action in images. 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ApplyingNeville/join  

Imaginal Network News (INN): act in images to examine and modify events 
reported in the media: newspapers, TV, radio, Internet, etc.  Alter the course 
of observed events – horrors of the world of Caesar. 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ImaginalNewsNetwork/join  

Other resources are available on http://www.NevilleLectureHall.com  
Thank you for your purchase of “Dare to Assume” lectures and workshops. We appreciate all your 
support to us as we create wonderful new products like this one, that together we raise our consciousness 
through Neville’s words, concepts and secrets.        
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